[SOLUTION] Sandwiched Cities

Answer: HAMBURG

First, solve the clues in the two columns. The clues in the second column are arranged in alphabetical order.

First column clues:
Hawaiian greeting (5): ALOHA
Charlatan or swindler (10): MOUNTEBANK
Vacuum flask (7): THERMOS
Month of Halloween (7): OCTOBER
Spirit (4): SOUL
Japanese beer brewery (7): SAPPORO
Primary component of air (8): NITROGEN

Second column clues:
All but the signal, in radio (5): NOISE
Islamic artistic decoration (9): ARABESQUE
Spineless person (6): COWARD
Blanket carrying character (5): LINUS
Famous Darude song (9): SANDSTORM
Gorgon slain by Perseus (6): MEDUSA
Guy Kawasaki, for one (10): EVANGELIST

Now, for each pair of words in the first and second columns, a city is “sandwiched” in between the two words. The first letters of these cities spells out the answer: HAMBURG, another city and also where the hamburger, a type of sandwich, originated from.

H -- ALOHA NOISE
A -- MOUNTEBANK ARABESQUE
M -- THERMOS COWARD
B -- OCTOBER LINUS
U -- SOUL SANDSTORM
R -- SAPPORO MEDUSA
G -- NITROGEN EVANGELIST